1 Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)?

a. The white kitten began Alice's adventure.  
T

b. Alice understood the poem 'Jabberwocky'.  
T

c. On the train, the ticket inspector's time cost a thousand pounds a minute.  
F

d. Alice didn't know the names of Tweedledum and Tweedledee.  
T

e. Tweedledee's poem was very short.  
F

f. Alice wanted to buy an egg in the shop.  
F

g. Humpty Dumpty thought 'Alice' was a stupid name.  
T

h. The Red Queen introduced Alice to the meat.  
F

i. The Red Queen changed into the black kitten.  
F

j. The black kitten spoke to Alice at the end of the story.  
T

2 Who said these words in the story? Tweedledum and Tweedledee, the White Queen, Humpty Dumpty, a flower, Alice.

a. 'You've woken me out of a very nice dream, I've been all through the looking-glass world.'  
Humpty Dumpty

b. 'We can talk . . . if there is anybody interesting enough to talk to.'  
Tweedledum and Tweedledee

c. 'The first thing in a visit is to say “How do you do” and shake hands.'  
The White Queen

d. 'My name means the shape I am – and a very good shape it is too.'  
Tweedledee

e. ‘It’s jam tomorrow and jam yesterday, but never jam today.’  
The Lion and the Unicorn

3 What special thing was Humpty Dumpty wearing?

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

4. When was he given it?

........................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................

5 Who in the story . . . ? Alice, the soldiers, the Lion and the Unicorn, Tweedledum and Tweedledee, Humpty Dumpty.

a. . . . looked just like schoolboys?  
The soldiers

b. . . . were fighting for the crown?  
The Lion and the Unicorn

c. . . . were always falling over?  
Tweedledum and Tweedledee

d. . . . liked talking about the meaning of words?  
Humpty Dumpty

e. . . . helped the White Queen with her shawl and her hair?  
The Lion and the Unicorn

6 Match a number from A with a letter from B to make complete sentences.

A

1. When Alice went on the train . . .
2. When Alice met Tweedledum and Tweedledee . . .
3. When Alice arrived in the eighth square . . .
4. When Alice met the White Knight . . .
5. When Alice ran with the Red Queen . . .

B

a . . . he read her a beautiful poem.

b . . . she didn't buy a ticket.

c . . . she danced with them.

d . . . she didn't go anywhere.

e . . . she found a golden crown on her head.
Setting

Choose the best answer.
1 At the start of the story, Alice picks up a ____ kitten.
   a white b grey c brown d black
2 The kitten was playing with some ____.
   a wool b paper c bottles d coins
3 Earlier, Alice was ____.
   a listening to music b playing chess
c reading a book d playing tennis
4 There is a big ____ above the fireplace.
   a picture b mirror c cupboard d hole
5 In the looking-glass world, the clock has the face of ____.
   a an old woman b a cat c an old man d a child
6 The looking-glass room is ____ than the normal room.
   a quieter b more untidy c smaller d more beautiful
7 The chessmen in the looking-glass world are ____.
   a white and red b white and black
c red and black d red and blue
8 The White Queen's daughter is a ____.
   a flower b castle c cat d pawn
9 When Alice picks the White Queen up, the Queen thinks it is ____.
   a an explosion b a large animal
c the wind d magic
10 Alice leaves the looking-glass room because she wants to go to ____.
    a the river b the kitchen c the garden d the forest
11 Tiger-lily and the other flowers can ____.
    a jump b talk c walk d sing
12 The ____ time costs a thousand pounds a minute.
    a White Knight’s b Red Queen’s
c Ticket Inspector’s d Sheep’s
13 When the train jumps suddenly, Alice holds the Goat’s ____.
    a beard b head c leg d tail
14 Tweedledum and Tweedledee are both ____.
    a thin b tall c old d fat
15 Tweedledum says that Alice is just a character in ____ dream.
    a Tweedledum’s b Tiger-lily’s
c the Sheep’s d the Red King’s
16 The White Queen screams because she ____ her finger.
    a has cut b is going to cut
c is cutting d may cut
17 In the shop where Alice buys an egg, the shopkeeper is ____.
    a a walrus b an oyster c a sheep d a goat
18 When Alice sees Humpty Dumpty, he is sitting on a ____.
    a table b horse c chair d wall
19 Haigha and Hatta are the King’s ____.
    a messengers b children c soldiers d friends
20 The Red Knight’s helmet is in the shape of a ____ head.
    a dog’s b horse’s c lion’s d sheep’s

Dialogue

Who said this?
21 ‘Be careful of the storm!’
   a the White Knight b Alice
c the White Queen d the Sheep
22 ‘Be quiet! What do you Daisies know about the world?’
   a Alice b the Unicorn c Tiger-lily
d the Red Queen
23 ‘It’s just like a large chess-board!’
   a the White Queen b Alice c the Lion
d Tweedledeee
24 ‘Tickets, please!’
   a Alice b the White Knight
c the Goat d the Inspector
25 ‘Four times round is enough for one dance.’
   a the Sheep b Tweedledee c Hatta
d the Red Queen
26 ‘It’s jam tomorrow and jam yesterday – but never jam today.’
   a the White Queen b the Unicorn
c the White Knight d Alice
‘Fivepence for one, twopence for two.’

a □ Hatta  b □ the Lion  c □ Alice  
d □ the Sheep

‘One short poem can carry as many meanings as five people’s luggage.’

a □ Humpty Dumpty  b □ the Sheep  
c □ the Unicorn  d □ Alice

‘The Monster has given the Lion twice as much as me!’

a □ the Insect  b □ the Goat  c □ the Unicorn  
d □ the Sheep

‘It’s my own invention – to keep clothes and sandwiches in.’

a □ the Lion  b □ the White Knight  
c □ the Red King  d □ Alice

Choose the best answer.

31 to make something such as clothes using wool

a □ roll  b □ build  c □ cut  d □ knit

32 a very small kind of animal with six legs

a □ monster  b □ cat  c □ insect  d □ crow

33 words that are silly or don’t mean anything

a □ nonsense  b □ order  c □ noise  d □ idea

34 to make someone laugh

a □ scream  b □ amuse  c □ pretend  
d □ argue

35 small, sharp piece of metal

a □ pin  b □ brush  c □ bar  d □ shawl

36 to think that something is real or true

a □ like  b □ expect  c □ believe  d □ want

37 a sweet food made by cooking fruit and sugar

a □ honey  b □ joint  c □ jam  d □ bread

38 a bit angry with someone

a □ loud  b □ lazy  c □ fast  d □ cross

39 a line of plants or small trees growing close together

a □ hedge  b □ square  c □ wood  
d □ brook

40 a piece of material that goes around the middle of your body

a □ rope  b □ belt  c □ hat  d □ shirt

Choose the best answer.

41 The looking-glass country is made of a lot of _____.

a □ squares  b □ circles  c □ triangles  
d □ different shapes

42 Alice has to cross some _____ to move through the looking-glass country.

a □ bridges  b □ walls  c □ roads  
d □ brooks

When Alice shakes hands with Tweedledum and Tweedledee, they all _____.

a □ dance around  b □ jump up  
c □ stand still  d □ fall over

44 Tweedledee’s poem is about a walrus and a _____.

a □ soldier  b □ carpenter  c □ sailor  
d □ builder

45 The White Queen says that she is _____ years old.

a □ 81  b □ 21  c □ 101  d □ 41

46 The White King and Queen gave Humpty Dumpty a belt because _____.

a □ it was Christmas  b □ it was his birthday  
c □ it wasn’t his birthday  d □ it was a holiday

47 The Lion and the Unicorn are fighting about the King’s _____.

a □ crown  b □ money  c □ house  d □ land

48 The White Knight fights _____.

a □ the White King  b □ Alice  
c □ the Unicorn  d □ the Red Knight

49 When Alice gets to the end of the looking-glass world, she becomes a _____.

a □ Knight  b □ Queen  c □ Pawn  
d □ Bishop

50 At the end of the story, Alice _____.

a □ falls asleep  b □ breaks the looking-glass  
c □ starts crying  d □ wakes up